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Allegations: Please see attached Regulation 30

N
o

Allegation Findings
Proven/Not
Proven

Outcome

1 That PC Daniel McKie
breached the Standard of
Professional Behaviour
relating to Discreditable
Conduct.

Proven in
respect of
those parts of
the allegation
as set out in
paragraphs
numbered 3 to
10 inclusive
within the
Regulation 30
Notice

Dismissal without
notice.

2 That PC Daniel McKie
breached the Standard of
Professional Behaviour
relating to Discreditable
Conduct.

Not Proven in
respect of
those parts of
the allegation
as set out in

Withdrawn, no outcome.
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Ref No.: CM/132/22 and
CM/151/22

Investigating Officer: Investigator DC 4368 Lindley

Rank/Grade
:

PC Force
No.:

4163 Name
:

Daniel McKie



paragraphs
numbered 1
and 2 within the
Regulation 30
Notice. The AA
sought
permission to
withdraw those
parts of the
allegation and
permission to
withdraw was
granted

Counsel for the AA was Mr. O. Williamson

PC McKie was assisted by his Federation representative Sgt. Luke Stead

Counsel for the AA submitted a written opening note at the start of the hearing with
a summary of the AA’s case and the relevant law.

Additionally, the Panel received an evidential bundle of 82 pages, mobile phone
footage, BWV footage, PC McKie’s Regulation 31 Response and PC McKie’s
Service history, PDR Documents, Career Plan and an Incremental Progression plan
with Integrity Health Check were also provided to the Panel for consideration.

PC McKie made a full and frank admission in respect of the allegation that he had
breached the Standard of Professional Behaviour in respect of Discreditable
Conduct and that those facts asserted and set out in the Regulation 30 Notice
paragraphs 3 to 10 inclusive were accepted and undisputed, he also admitted that
his misconduct was so serious as to justify dismissal and constituted gross
misconduct.

His admissions were made both in his Regulation 31 response and confirmed at the
hearing.

No witnesses gave evidence.

PC McKie addressed the Panel, apologising for his gross misconduct.

The admitted facts (paragraphs 3 to 10 inclusive) as set out in the Regulation 30
Notice are not repeated in this document as none of those facts were disputed.

During the hearing Mobile footage and Body Worn Camera footage was played.
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The Panel ignored entirely the evidence initially presented in respect of paragraphs
1 and 2 of the Regulation 30 which parts of the allegation PC McKie had always
disputed.

The Panel made its decisions upon whether the remaining parts of the allegation
(which were admitted) were proven.

The Panel reached conclusions upon outcome solely based upon those matters
which were admitted and proven as set out at paragraphs 3 to 10 of the Regulation
30 Notice.

FINDING

The Panel found that the admitted allegation was proven to the requisite
standard, namely upon a balance of probabilities.

The Panel concluded that PC McKie’s misconduct was such as to cross the
threshold of being so serious as to justify dismissal.

The Panel heard submissions from PS Stead and Mr. Williamson of counsel
in respect of the appropriate outcome which was a choice between a Final
Written Warning and Dismissal.

Counsel and PS Stead helpfully directed the Panel to the current College Of
Policing Guidance on Outcomes in Police Misconduct Proceedings inviting
the Panel to adopt the approach of assessing seriousness and adopting the
staged approach as suggested in the Guidance (Section 4).

The Panel adopted this approach and assessed seriousness by reference to
PC McKie’s culpability, assessing the harm his misconduct had caused,
considering the existence of aggravating factors and the existence of
mitigating factors.

The Panel also took into account PC McKie’s good service and performance
record.

The Panel recognised and considered PC McKie’s personal issues and his
own health issues at the time of the events.

Whilst it was not asserted on behalf of PC McKie that he had, at the time he
misconducted himself been suffering from a disability, his health and personal
matters were relevant to personal mitigation and were also part of his
explanation for his misconduct and the reasons for his behaviour.
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The Panel also considered the lesser of the two sanctions first and fully when
determining the appropriate outcome.

CONSIDERATION OF SERIOUSNESS

CULPABILITY

PC McKie’s behaviour was within his control, he was completely blameworthy
for all of his misconduct.

His actions had been deliberate.

His behaviour towards other officers was dangerous and caused physical
injury.

Convictions for criminal offences including assaults upon colleagues are
extremely serious.

The Panel considered Paragraphs 4.17 to 4.24 of the COP Guidance which
was both highly relevant and important in reaching its conclusions.

The Panel did consider (Paragraph 4.19) including the full circumstances
when forming a view upon the gravity of the offending. PC McKie knew one of
the officer’s attempting to arrest him was a female officer additionally he knew
both officers were PSD officers responsible for effecting his lawful arrest and
for investigating his alleged misconduct.

HARM

PC McKie caused injury to a female officer who was simply doing her job in a
calm, professional and reasonable manner.

PC McKie assaulted another male officer in his attempt to evade being
arrested.

PC McKie’s actions had the potential to cause significant reputational
damage to West Yorkshire Police Force and also to the public’s confidence in
the police overall.

A young child and adults were present when the assaults and the resisting
arrest offences occurred.
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Members of the public would be gravely concerned with the lack of respect
and courtesy together with the aggression shown by PC McKie to his fellow
officers, should the public have become aware of his gross misconduct
particularly as part of it was directed towards a female colleague.

PC McKie created significant risk that public confidence in himself and in
wider policing would be undermined.

Two officers were affected by his behaviour when misconducting himself.

The reputational harm to West Yorkshire Police was significant and the
resulting criminal proceedings brought the misconduct into a criminal court
resulting in convictions for two assaults and two offences of resisting arrest.

AGGRAVATING FACTORS

PC McKie’s actions were deliberate and committed at a time when he was
asked by person’s present to be sensible and reasonable with the officers
attempting to effect a lawful arrest.

PC McKie could not have failed to realise his behaviour was highly improper.

It was the Panel’s conclusion that even at the hearing PC McKie lacked true
insight, failing to recognise fully how serious and damaging his misconduct
had been.

There were at least two victims of his misconduct which involved significant
breaches of the Standard and which involved serious deviations from instructions,
guidance and force policies. Other persons present were also clearly concerned at
his behaviour.

Multiple criminal offences leading to the allegation were proven the criminality
involved issues of concern for police forces.

MITIGATING FACTORS

PC McKie did have health issues and personal issues which may to a limited
extent have caused him not to act as rationally as he may have otherwise and
perhaps to fail to realise fully how serious his misconduct behaviour was
escalating. Such issues did not cause him to misconduct himself and he was
challenged quite properly, he was calmly asked to cooperate and given time
for thought and also given a full explanation of why it was necessary to arrest
him.

He was an effective officer as is reflected in his appraisal.
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PC McKie had made admissions and apologised to the colleagues he
assaulted.

WHAT DISCIPLINARY ACTION (SANCTION) IS APPROPRIATE

The Panel reminded itself of Paragraph 2.3 of the COP Guidance and the
threefold purpose of the misconduct regime in applying the guidance to its
decisions upon outcome.

The Panel considered the gross misconduct so serious that a Final Written Warning
was insufficient to achieve the purpose of the misconduct proceedings, such an
outcome could not adequately maintain public confidence in the reputation of the
police service, uphold the high standards required of police officers and deter
misconduct, nor would it be adequate to protect the public and colleagues.

The Panel considered that the gross misconduct was so serious that the only
adequate sanction to fulfil the aims, objectives and purposes of the misconduct
regime was dismissal without notice.

DECISION AS TO OUTCOME

Dismissal without notice

Chair Person Signature: G Sydenham

Panel Member Chief Superintendent R. Close

Panel Member Natasha Mort

Appeal Process:

● You have a right of appeal to the Appropriate Authority, but may only
appeal on the following grounds:

● The finding or disciplinary sanction imposed was unreasonable;

● There is critical new evidence that could not have reasonably have been
considered at the misconduct hearing; or
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● There was a serious breach of the procedures set out in the Police
(Conduct) Regulations 2020 or other unfairness which could have
materially affected the finding or decision on disciplinary action

If you wish to appeal you must do so in writing to the Office of the West
Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner: Wellington House, 40-50
Wellington Street. Leeds LS1 2DE within 7 working days of receipt of this
letter. Your letter should state the grounds for appeal, whether you require a
transcript of the hearing in whole or part and whether or not you consent to
the appeal being dealt with without a hearing.

In addition to the above, it is important you are aware that following the
conclusion of this misconduct meeting / gross misconduct hearing which has
resulted in a formal written warning / final written warning in accordance with
the Authorised Professional Practice (APP) for Vetting section 8.50.1, PSD
may undertake a review of your vetting clearance. The vetting review will take
into consideration your suitability to retain your level of vetting clearance
relevant to the substantive role you undertake. The result of this process
could result in no change to your existing clearance level or potentially the
removal of the vetting clearance which in turn may impact on your continued
ability to continue in your role with WYP.
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